
Flames of War Battlefront Tournament Netherlands (Low Lands). 
  

On the 18th of October Battlefront will be hosting a tournament in the Netherlands to see what 

player in the Low Lands has the best Flames of war general. This tournament has been 

officially sanctioned and the results will be posted on the FOW website.  

  

What do I need? 

  

 A rulebook of Flames of war third edition 
 Either of these books: 

o Grey Wolf / Red Bear  
o Fortress Italy / Road to Rome  
o Market garden / Bridge by bridge 
o Nuts! / Devils charge / Blood guts and glory 
o Bridge at Remagen.  
o Any Mission briefing that is tHird edition approved and plays during the above 

mentioned books time period.  
 A 1780 point army where 50% has to be battlefront miniatures (email Wijnand with any 

questions or exceptions).  
  

  

Signing up: 

  

 Email Wijnand : wijnand@dalmijn.com with the following information 
 Name  
 Club (if any) 
 How many tournaments you have won recently.  
 Name that can be posted on the internet (incase of privacy concerns)   

  Before the 14
th

 of September the players are expected to have sent Wijnand their 

army lists after this the signing up is closed and everyone should be ready for the 

tournament itself.  
 A fee will be charged for signing up to this tournament. This can be paid at the 

tournament itself. But it is preferred that it’s wired over.  
 For any questions email Wijnand.  

 

The day itself: 

The Location will be in Utrecht at XXX it has easy access and your car can be parked near the 

location.  

The tournament will start at 9:00 meaning everyone will have to be there on time. Incase you 

run late inform the umpires.  

  

The schedule will look like this: 
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9:30 – 11:30 Start of round 1.  

11:30 – 12:00 break (and setup) 

12:00 - 14:00 Second round  

14:00 – 14:30 : break (setup)  

14:30 – 16:30 third round  

17:00 : Army parade (judging of armies which ones are the most historical, best painted etc). 

17:30 Declaration of winners.  

18:00 BBQ?  

 

RULES: 
 

There will be umpires in the tournament playing the game and also rule as judges on any conflicts. 

Their word is final on any problem. During any match that there is a conflict try to resolve this first 

yourself. Each player gets during one round an opportunity to request help from a judge to resolve 

any pending conflict. However after this is resolved you will have to be able to resolve any dispute 

with your opponent.  

Sportsmanship is the most essential part to make any tournament fun if a player becomes disruptive 

manipulates rules and wants to win at all cost it can reduce the enjoyment players have from 

participating in the tournament. If a player is misbehaving a judge can sanction warnings to a player. 

If these warnings are not heeded at the third sanction the player will lose 3 Victory points from the 

match that they are playing. If they continue to cause problems they can be removed from the 

tournament.  This is a last resort but it will be used when players are causing problems. Be respectful 

for new players and help them when necessary with rule related questions.  

Umpires are there to help you and to ensure that the flow of the tournament goes well. Any 

questions or concerns can be raised with them. It is beter to be early with problems than avoiding 

the problems all together until it has ruined your game experience.  

 

Deciding the winner 
The player rankings will be determined by the following 3 factors: 

Historical accuracy  

Painted  

Victory points accumulated  

Sportsmanship  



Lists will be looked at for its historical accuracy and how the units are painted as well. On top of that 

the accumulated victory points will be used as a benchmark. In case of a draw the above mentioned 

points will be given as a breakthrough.  

For painted armies each participant will be asked to look at the units that everyone has brought with 

them and give to the judges their opinion of which army is the best painted. You can’t of course pick 

your own army!  


